Implications of Global Warming on Changing Trends in Crop Productivity – A Review
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ABSTRACT

Evidence of changes in weather parameters like ambient temperature, precipitation, wind flow, etc., are prominently visible across the world. These changes have been reported to effect global crop yield. This review compiles both direct and indirect effects of climate change on global crop productivity with highlights on existing local and global scenarios. As a conclusion, it may be stated that thorough understanding of agricultural techniques and analysis of global change factors is highly essential for achieving sustainable agricultural yield over the upcoming years.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been stated earlier in several studies that the chief reason behind climate change is the rise in CO₂ level. According to USEPA carbon dioxide is the main greenhouse gas which is usually emitted due to several anthropogenic activities apart from being naturally present in the atmosphere or as a part of the carbon cycle along with other natural processes. Post industrial revolution, increased activities by humans have become chiefly responsible for the increase in the concentration of CO₂ and other greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide is also added to the atmosphere from a variety of other related sources. Scientists have expressed concern about the possible climatic ramifications of current and future concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (IPCC, 1992). The increased carbon dioxide concentrations has been said to be responsible for Global warming, a condition indicating global rise of temperature. Carbon dioxide persists in the atmosphere for a long time owing to its very slow transfer to the ocean sediments (Solomon et al., 2009). Certain physically based, mathematical climate models known as General Circulation Models (GCMs), indicate, that doubling the level of atmospheric carbon dioxide from the level of 350-360 ppm will raise the mean global surface temperature by 1.5 to 4.5 °C (IPCC, 1992). Climate models considering increased greenhouse gases and aerosols project an increase in global mean surface temperature of about 1 to 3.5 °C in the next century (IPCC, 1996)

The concomitant increases in concentration of atmospheric CO₂ and increases in global surface temperature along with certain associated changes in precipitation and other factors
may affect the productivity of life-sustaining, crop plants (Allen, 1990; Kimball, 1983; Rogers et al. 1993).

Agricultural systems are in proper sense, managed ecosystems. Thus, there is a typical effect of climate change on production and food supply which has been estimated by scientists. Agricultural systems are dynamic; producers and consumers which are intricately interrelated are continuously responding to changes in crop and livestock yields, food prices, resource availability, and technological change. Keeping in mind these adaptations and adjustments, it is difficult but necessary to measure accurately climate change impacts. Human attempts in adapting to the climate change can be accounted either in the form of short term changes in production and consumption practices or in the long term changes in technology and applications, that can lead to a successful estimation of the potential damage caused by climate change. Agriculture is therefore strongly influenced by weather and climate. Climate change can therefore be expected to impact on agriculture, potentially threatening established aspects of farming systems, their growth and agricultural yield.

The nature of agriculture and farming practices in any particular location are strongly influenced by the long-term mean climate state the experience and infrastructure of local farming communities are generally appropriate to particular types of farming and to a particular group of crops which are known to be productive under the current climate. Higher growing season temperatures can significantly show their impact on agricultural productivity, farm incomes and food security (Battisti et al., 2009).

Moderate levels of climate change may not necessarily confer benefits to agriculture without the producers being adapted to the situation, but an increase in the mean seasonal temperature can bring the harvest time of current varieties of many crops nearby and hence can reduce final yield without any sort of adaptation to a longer growing season. In areas where temperatures have already been close to the physiological temperature maxima for crops, for example in the seasonally arid and tropical regions, higher temperatures can turn out to be more detrimental, increasing the heat stress on crops and water loss by evaporation. Different crops show different sensitivities to warming or rise in temperature. It is therefore important to note the range of uncertainties that can account for changes in crop yield for a given level of warming.

2. SOME IMPORTANT PARAMETERS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CHANGE IN CROP PATTERN

Climate change and agriculture are interrelated processes, both of which take place on a global scale (IPCC, 2007). Global warming is projected to have significant impacts on certain parameters like temperature, carbon dioxide, glacial run-off, precipitation and the interaction of these elements that can affect agriculture. These conditions determine the carrying capacity of the biosphere to produce enough food for the human population and domesticated animals. The overall effect of climate change on agriculture will depend on the balance of these parameters that would otherwise successfully maintain ecological balance. Henceforth the assessment of the effects of global climate changes and their various parameters on agriculture might help to properly anticipate and adapt farming processes so as to maximize agricultural production (Fraser, 2008). At the same time, agriculture has been shown to produce significant effects on climate change, primarily through the production and release of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide, but also by altering the Earth's land cover, which can change its ability to absorb or reflect heat and light. Land use
change such as deforestation and desertification, together with use of fossil fuels, are the major anthropogenic sources of carbon dioxide; agriculture itself is the major contributor to increasing methane and nitrous oxide concentrations in Earth's atmosphere (UN Report on Climate Change, 2007).

A study published in Science suggests that, due to climate change, "southern Africa could lose more than 30 % of its main crop, maize, by 2030. In South Asia losses of many regional staples, such as rice, millet and maize could top 10 %" (Lobell et al. 2008; BBC News).

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has produced several reports that have assessed the scientific literature on climate change. The IPCC Third Assessment Report, published in 2001, concluded that the poorest countries would be hardest hit, with reductions in crop yields in most tropical and sub-tropical regions due to decreased water availability, and new or changed insect pest incidence. In Africa and Latin America many rainfed crops are near their maximum temperature tolerance, so that yields are likely to fall sharply for even small climate changes; falls in agricultural productivity of up to 30 % over the 21st century are projected. Marine life and the fishing industry will also be severely affected in some places. Climate change induced by increasing greenhouse gases is likely to affect crops differently from region to region. For example, average crop yield is expected to drop down to 50 % in Pakistan according to the UKMO scenario whereas corn production in Europe is expected to grow up to 25 % in optimum hydrologic conditions.

In the long run, it was estimated that the climate change could affect agriculture in several ways that are as follows:

- **productivity**, in terms of quantity and quality of crops
- **agricultural practices**, through changes of water use (irrigation) and agricultural inputs such as herbicides, insecticides and fertilizers
- **environmental effects**, in particular in relation of frequency and intensity of soil drainage (leading to nitrogen leaching), soil erosion, reduction of crop diversity
- **rural space**, through the loss and gain of cultivated lands, land speculation, land renunciation, etc..
- **adaptation**, organisms may become more or less competitive, as well as humans may develop urgency to develop more competitive organisms, such as flood resistant or salt resistant varieties of rice.

Small increases in temperature in low latitudes may have a greater impact than in high latitudes, possibly because agriculture in parts of these regions is already marginal. Water is vital to plant growth, so varying precipitation patterns have a significant impact on agriculture. As over 80 per cent of total agriculture is rain-fed, projections of future precipitation changes often influence the magnitude and direction of climate impacts on crop production (Olesen et al. 2002; Reilly et al., 2003; Tubiello et al. 2002). The impact of global warming on regional precipitation is difficult to predict owing to strong dependencies on changes in atmospheric circulation, although there is increasing confidence in projections of a general increase in high-latitude precipitation, especially in winter, and an overall decrease in many parts of the tropics and sub-tropics (IPCC, 2007). The differences in precipitation projections arise for a number of reasons. A key factor is the strong dependence on changes in atmospheric circulation which itself depends on the relative rates of warming in different regions, but there are often a number of factors influencing precipitation change projections in a given location.
Many people especially the agronomists believe that agricultural production is grossly affected by the pace of climate change and its severity. If the change takes place slowly and gradually, then the biota can get enough time for adjustment. Rapid change in climate can harm those places which are already suffering from poor soil profile and unfavourable climatic conditions. In this case less time is available to these places for optimum natural selection and adaptation.

3. DIRECT IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Probable climate change scenarios include higher temperatures, changes in precipitation, and higher atmospheric CO₂ concentrations. Although increase in temperature can have both positive and negative effects on crop yields, generally temperature increases have been found to reduce yields and quality of many crops, most importantly cereal and feed grains.

3.1. Rises in Temperature

With reference to the IPCC's Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007), Schneider et al. (2007) gave a projection related to the future effects of climate change on agriculture. They concluded roughly for an increase in global mean temperature for about 1 to 3 °C (by 2100, relative to the 1990-2000 average level) there would be significant decrease in the level of productivity for some cereal crops in the lower latitudes. It has also been predicted that productivity may increase in higher latitudes.

Increase in temperature may lead to higher respiration rates, shorter periods of seed formation and, consequently, lower biomass production. Crop growth cycles are related to temperature and increase in temperature speeds up development. In case of an annual crop, duration between sowing and harvesting season decreases, hence this shortening of growth cycle affects productivity. Also higher temperatures may result in a shorter and insufficient development period; therefore, it may lead to smaller and lighter grains, lower crop yields and perhaps lower grain quality (i.e. lower protein levels). Again, certain weeds, diseases and pests (Ziska et al. 2011) benefit from warming and growth of many microbial (usually fungal infection) is aggravated when warmth and moisture are available. Humidity and temperature can thus favour the growth of fungal infection and damage crops.

In most of the croplands throughout the world, the temperature has risen significantly which has affected growing season of several crops. Apart from rise in temperature, there are few other factors that have also affected crop production directly or indirectly. They are moisture retaining capacity of the soil, hydrological cycles and tropospheric ozone.

Temperature affects agricultural yields through various ways. Higher temperature results in faster development of crops and therefore shorter growing season (Stone, 2001). Thus the duration for which crops last is very short and this may give rise to lower yields. Temperature also affects the rates of photosynthesis, transpiration and respiration. Increase in temperature during day increases photosynthesis (provided the temperature is maintained near the optimal range) whereas an increase in temperature during night raises the rate of respiration (Crafts-Brandner et al 2002). Another factor directly affected by the fluctuation in temperature is humidity. Increase in temperature leads to an increase in saturation vapour pressure of air. Relative humidity has remained roughly constant in recent decades over large spatial scales (Willett, 2007) and is projected to change minimally in the future as well. Increase in temperature to an extreme level can directly damage plant cells.
Air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and methane, react with hydroxyl radicals in the presence of sunlight to form tropospheric O$_3$, which causes oxidative damage to photosynthetic machinery in all major crop plants (Wilkinson et al. 2012). Aerosols from air pollution can also cause harm. These pollution-related impacts are incredibly dangerous in agricultural areas, but the danger of tropospheric Ozone can also be a problem across continents. In fact, tropospheric O$_3$ concentrations above pre-industrial levels are currently found in most agricultural regions of the globe (Van Dingenen et al, 2009).

There are effects due to interaction between O$_3$ and elevated CO$_2$. For example, reduced stomatal conductance under elevated CO$_2$ will reduce O$_3$ uptake by crop plants, thereby limiting damage to the plant and maintaining biomass production (McKee et al., 1997). However, empirical evidence is mixed regarding the ability of elevated CO$_2$ to reduce the impact of O$_3$ on final yields (McKee et al., 2000). However, a higher stomatal conductance implies more uptake of O$_3$, increasing the sensitivity of more recent varieties to O$_3$ damage (Biswas et al, 2008).

Increases in precipitation (i.e. level, timing and variability) may benefit semi-arid and other areas which have shortage of water, by increasing soil moisture. But this factor could aggravate problems in regions with excess water. Similarly a reduction in rainfall could have the opposite effect. Water stress during the reproductive period of cereal crops may be particularly harmful (Stone, 2001; Hatfield et al. 2011) while the farmers may be confused enough to determine the planting season for agriculture if there are changes in the timing of the rainy season, particularly in tropical areas. Finally, more intense rainfall events may lead to flooding and water logging of soils, which are also good reasons behind crop destruction.

An atmosphere with higher CO$_2$ concentration would result in higher net photosynthetic rates (Cure et al., 1986; Allen et al. 1987). Higher concentrations may also reduce transpiration (i.e. water loss) as plants reduce their stomatal apertures, the small openings in the leaves through which CO$_2$ and water vapour are exchanged with the atmosphere. The reduction in transpiration could be 30% in some crop plants (Kimball, 1983). However, stomatal
response to CO₂ interacts with many environmental (temperature, light intensity) and plant factors (e.g. age, hormones) and, therefore, predicting the effect of elevated CO₂ on the responsiveness of stomata is still very difficult (Rosenzweig et al., 1995).

Variations in temperature within a short span of time may seem critical if it by chance interferes with the different stages of development of crops. It was observed by Wheeler et al. (2000) that a few more days of extreme temperature (greater than 32 °C) at the flowering stage of many crops can drastically reduce yield. Changes in growing conditions coupled with stress factors thus affect the growth, development and eventual yield.
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Figure 2. (Gornall et al., 2010) showing: Two projections of change in annual mean temperature (°C) over global croplands for 30-year means centred around 2020 and 2050, relative to 1970–2000. The two projections are the members of the ensemble with the greatest and least change in annual mean temperature averaged over all global croplands.

Physiological processes related to growth such as photosynthesis and respiration respond to changing temperature always. But rates of crop development are often affected when the changes in temperature or the fluctuation in temperature reaches a certain level. In the short-term, high temperatures can affect enzyme mediated reactions and gene expression, whereas in the longer term, these will have their impact on carbon assimilation and eventually on growth rates and final yield. The impact of high temperatures on final yield can depend on the stages of crop development. Wollenweber et al. (2003) stated that the plants experience warming periods as independent events and that critical temperatures of 35 °C for a short-period around anthesis had severe yield reducing effects. However, high temperatures during the vegetative stage did not seem to have significant effects on growth and development. Again Maize exhibits reduced pollen viability for temperatures above 36 °C, while for Rice grains, sterility is brought on by temperatures in the mid-30s and similar temperatures can lead to the reversal of the vernalizing (Subjection of seeds or seedlings to low
temperature in order to hasten plant development and flowering) effects of cold temperatures in wheat. Increases in temperature above 29 °C for corn, 30 °C for soybean and 32 °C for cotton negatively impact on yields in the USA.

Figure 1 (Gornall et al., 2010) below shows that in all cases and all regions, one in a 20-year extreme temperature events is projected to be hotter. The impacts of extreme temperature events can be difficult to separate from those of drought. However this variable pattern of temperature change can yield devastating results.

3. 2. Rises in Mean Sea Level

Rise in mean sea-level is an inevitable consequence of a global warming thus contributing towards a combination of thermal expansion of the existing mass of ocean water and of extra water owing to the melting of land ice. It is presumed to cause inundation of coastal land. Regarding crop productivity, the low-lying coastal agriculture becomes vulnerable to the increase in rise of sea level. Many major river deltas contain important agricultural land due to the fertility of fluvial soils, and many small island states are also low-lying. Therefore increase in mean sea level threatens to inundate agricultural lands and salinize groundwater.

4. INDIRECT IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE

4. 1. Drought
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Figure 3. (USGCRP, 2009): Despite technological improvements that increase corn yields, extreme weather events have caused significant yield reductions in some years. [Source: USGCRP, 2009].

There can be a number of definitions of drought. Droughts have severe impact on agriculture. Meteorological drought (broadly defined by low precipitation), agricultural drought (deficiency in soil moisture, increased plant water stress), hydrological drought
(reduced streamflow) and socio-economic drought (balance of supply and demand of water to society) are the four different kinds of drought (Holton et al. 2003).

Droughts have been occurring more frequently because of global warming and they are expected to become more frequent and intense in Africa, southern Europe, and the Middle East, most of the America, Australia, and Southeast Asia (Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Climate Change, 2010). Their impacts are characterized with decreased crop production and are aggravated because of increased water demand, population growth, urban expansion, and environmental protection efforts in many areas (Drought modeling – A review, 2011). Droughts result in crop failures and the loss of pasture grazing land for livestock.

4. 2. Excessive precipitation

Heavy rainfall and tropical cyclones also account for events leading to flooding which can wipe out entire crops over wide agricultural areas, and excess water can also lead to other impacts including soil water logging, anaerobic environment and reduced plant growth.

5. THE GLOBAL SCENARIO

The Earth's average temperature has been rising since the late 1970s, with nine of the 10 warmest years on record occurring since 1995 (NOAA reports, 2005). In 2002, India and the United States suffered sharp harvest reductions because of record temperatures and drought. In 2003 Europe suffered very low rainfall throughout spring and summer, and a record level of heat damaged most crops from the United Kingdom and France in the Western Europe through Ukraine in the East (Lobell et al. 2012).

Atmospheric CO₂ concentrations have been rising rapidly since the start of the industrial era, with an average rate of growth of approximately 2 mL L⁻¹ per year in the 2000s [32]. The 2010 global average concentration of 390 mL L⁻¹ was 39 % higher than at the start of the Industrial Revolution (i.e. 278 mL L⁻¹ in 1750) (Global Carbon Project, 2011). This increased level of atmospheric CO₂ account for the overall rise in temperature throughout the world.

But somewhere this increase in temperature can be beneficial when certain places especially several temperate regions have been free from spring and autumn frost which has significantly expanded the growing season of the vegetation in those regions. For example, there will be a 2-week increase in the growing season for Scandinavia by 2030 compared to the late 20th century (Trnka et al., 2011). Northern China, Russia, and Canada are also expected to see large gains in the frost-free period suitable for crop growth (Ramankutty, 2002).

6. THE LOCAL SCENARIO

Indian agriculture is highly dependent on the spatial and temporal distribution of monsoon rainfall (Wollenweber et al, 2003). Asada & Matsumoto (2009) analysed the relationship between district level crop yield data (rainy season ‘kharif’ rice) and precipitation for 1960–2000. It was shown that different regions were sensitive to precipitation extremes in different ways. Crop yield in the upper Ganges basin is linked to total precipitation during the relatively short growing season and is thus sensitive to drought. Conversely, the lower Ganges basin was sensitive to fluvial flooding and the Brahmaputra
basin depicted an increasing effect of variable precipitation on crop yield. Particularly the effect of drought was shown. These relationships were not consistent through time when trends in the precipitation levels were considered.

7. IMPACT OF GLOBAL CHANGE FACTORS

Several global change factors have imposed varying impacts in the global cropping pattern. There has been a great concern about the potential long term effects of climate change on agriculture. Many other indirect effects of global warming have been changes in runoff and changes in rates of groundwater recharge that has also affected different existing parameters of our environment. The differences of the varying temperatures between day and night and the exposures to different sources of pollution have encouraged new and improved techniques of farm management such as sowing seeds depending on the varying climatic conditions of a place thus optimising yield and dividing the cropping season into segments. Farmers have also taken an upper hand to change and revise their farming practices with response to climate change, by sowing different crops or varieties, changing the timing of field operations, or expanding irrigation, and the socioeconomic capacity; to adapt to these changes of climatic conditions.

Advances in irrigation systems have also been advanced because irrigation prevents the effect of global warming on crops as crops that are rain fed or particularly grown in wet areas have been found to behave similarly like irrigated crops.

8. CONCLUSION

They are a lot of uncertainties still left to be uncovered, particularly, because there is lack of information on many specific local regions, and these include the uncertainties on magnitude of climate change, the effects of technological changes on productivity, global food demands, and the numerous possibilities of adaptation. Most agronomists believe that agricultural production will be worse affected by the pace, extent and severity of climate change, not really by the slow and gradual changes that has been documented. If change is gradual, there may be enough time for adjustment of the biota and adaptation or rather acclimatising to the changing trends of climatic conditions. Rapid climate change could initially harm agriculture in many countries, especially those that are already suffering from poor soil and climatic conditions, because there is less time for optimum natural selection and adaptation.

Growth rates in crop productivity to 2050 will be mainly driven by technological and agronomic improvements. Even it is highly unlikely that climate change would result in a net decline in global yields. Instead, there is a relevant question at the global scale is how much the climate change and global warming would try to put up its effect in declining the productivity with respect to its demand. Overall, the net effect of climate change and CO₂ on global average supply of calories is likely to be fairly close to zero over the next few decades, but it could be as large as 20 % to 30 % of overall yield trends. Of course, this global picture hides many changes at smaller scales that could be of great relevance to food security, even if global production is maintained (Easterling, W. E. et al. 2007).

To reduce uncertainties in global impacts, proper estimation of rates of global warming and the responses of crop yields to warming and CO₂ (and their combination) should be
particularly investigated. It will never be possible to unambiguously measure the effect of changes in climate, CO₂, and O₃, given the scale of global food production and the fact that agriculture is always changing in multiple ways. However, the best available science related to climate change and crop physiology indicates that climate change represents a credible threat to sustaining global productivity growth. Many techniques have been devised to improve tolerance to existing changes, ensure adaptation techniques to upcoming rates of change like designing several simulation models necessary to keep up with demand to combat evils of climate change. Increasing the scale of investments in crop improvement and by emphasising on global change factors fruitful ways should be paved towards the growth of a sustainable agricultural yield over the next few decades.
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